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Abstract. Arc-consistency algorithms are widely used to prune the search-space
of Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs). They usesupport-checks(also known
as consistency-checks) to find out about the properties of CSPs. They usearc-heuris-
tics to select the next constraint anddomain-heuristicsto select the next values for
their next support-check. We will investigate the effects of domain-heuristics by
studying the average time-complexity of two arc-consistency algorithms which
use different domain-heuristics. We will assume that there are only two variables.
The first algorithm, calledL, uses a lexicographical heuristic. The second algo-
rithm, calledD, uses a heuristic based on the notion of adouble-support check.
We will discuss the consequences of our simplification about the number of vari-
ables in the CSP and we will carry out a case-study for the case where the do-
main-sizes of the variables is two. We will present relatively simple formulae for
theexactaverage time-complexity of both algorithms as well as simple bounds.
As a andb become largeL will require about2a + 2b − 2 log(a) − 0.665492
checks on average, wherea andb are the domain-sizes andlog(·) is the base-
2 logarithm.D requires an average number of support-checks which is below
2 max(a, b) + 2 if a + b ≥ 14. Our results demonstrate thatD is the superior
algorithm. Finally, we will provide the result that on averageD requires strictly
fewer than two checks more than any other algorithm ifa+ b ≥ 14.

1 Introduction

Arc-consistency algorithms are widely used to prune the search-space of Constraint
Satisfaction Problems (CSPs). Arc-consistency algorithms requiresupport-checks(also
known as consistency-checks in the constraint literature) to find out about the proper-
ties of CSPs. They usearc-heuristicsanddomain-heuristicsto select their next sup-
port-check. Arc-heuristics operate atarc-level and selects the constraint that will be
used for the next check. Domain-heuristics operate atdomain-level. Given a constraint,
they decide which values will be used for the next check. Certain kinds of arc-consis-
tency algorithms use heuristics which are—in essence—a combination of arc-heuristics
and domain-heuristics.

We will investigate the effect of domain-heuristics by studying the average time-com-
plexity of two arc-consistency algorithms which use different domain-heuristics. We
will assume that there are only two variables. The first algorithm, calledL, uses a lex-
icographical heuristic. The second algorithm, calledD, uses a heuristic based on the
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notion of adouble-support check. Experimental evidence already exists to suggest that
thisdouble-support heuristicis efficient.

We will defineL andD and present a detailed case-study for the case where the
size of the domains of the variables is two. We will show that for the case-studyD is
superior on average.

We will present relatively simpleexactformulae for the average time-complexity of
both algorithms as well as simple bounds. Asa andb become largeL will require about
2a+ 2b− 2 log(a)− 0.665492 checks on average, wherea andb are the domain-sizes
andlog(·) is the base-2 logarithm.D will require an average number of support-checks
which below2 max(a, b) + 2 if a + b ≥ 14. Therefore,D is the superior algorithm.
Finally, we will provide an “optimality” result that on averageD requires strictly fewer
than two checks more than any other algorithm ifa+ b ≥ 14.

As part of our analysis we will discuss the consequences of our simplifications about
the number of variables in theCSP.

The relevance of this work is that the double-support heuristic can be incorporated
into any existing arc-consistency algorithm. Our optimality result is informative about
the possibilities and limitations of domain-heuristics.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we shall provide
basic definitions and review constraint satisfaction. A formal definition of the lexico-
graphical and double-support algorithms will be presented in Section 3. In that sec-
tion we shall also carry out our case-study. In Section 4 we shall present our average
time-complexity results and shall compare these results in Section 5. Our conclusions
will be presented in Section 6.

2 Constraint Satisfaction

2.1 Basic Definitions

A Constraint Satisfaction Problem(or CSP) is a tuple(X,D,C ), whereX is a set
containing the variables of theCSP, D is a function which maps each of the variables
to its domain, andC is a set containing the constraints of theCSP.

Let (X,D,C ) be aCSP. For the purpose of this paper we will assume thatX =
{α, β }, that∅ ⊂ D(α) ⊆ { 1, . . . , a }, that∅ ⊂ D(β) ⊆ { 1, . . . , b }, and thatC =
{M }, whereM is a constraint betweenα andβ. We shall discuss the consequences of
our simplifications in Section 2.3.

A constraintM betweenα andβ is ana by b zero-one matrix, i.e. a matrix witha
rows andb columns whose entries are either zero or one. A tuple( i, j ) in the Cartesian
product of the domains ofα andβ is said tosatisfya constraintM if Mij = 1. Here
Mij is thej-th column of thei-th row ofM . A valuei ∈ D(α) is said to besupported
by j ∈ D(β) if Mij = 1. Similarly, j ∈ D(β) is said to be supported byi ∈ D(α) if
Mij = 1. M is calledarc-consistentif for every i ∈ D(α) there is aj ∈ D(β) which
supportsi and vice versa.

We will denote the set of alla by b zero-one matrices byMab. We will call matrices,
rows of matrices and columns of matricesnon-zeroif they contain more than zero ones,
and call themzerootherwise.
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The row-support/column-supportof a matrix is the set containing the indices of
its non-zero rows/columns. Anarc-consistency algorithmremoves all the unsupported
values from the domains of the variables of aCSPuntil this is no longer possible. A
support-checkis a test to find the value of an entry of a matrix. We will writeM?

ij for
the support-check to find the value ofMij . An arc-consistency algorithm has to carry
out a support-checkM?

ij to find out about the value ofMij . The time-complexity of
arc-consistency algorithms is expressed in the number of support-checks they require
to find the supports of their arguments.

If we assume that support-checks are not duplicated then at mostab support-checks
are needed by any arc-consistency algorithm for anya by b matrix. For a zeroa by b
matrix each of theseab checks is required. The worst-case time-complexity is therefore
exactlyab for any arc-consistency algorithm. In this paper we shall be concerned with
the average time-complexity of arc-consistency algorithms.

If A is an arc-consistency algorithm andM an a by b matrix, then we will write
checksA(M) for the number of support-checks required byA to compute the row and
column-support ofM .

LetA be an arc-consistency algorithm. Theaverage time-complexityofA overMab

is the functionavgA : N× N 7→ Q, where

avgA(a, b) =
∑

M∈Mab
checksA(M)/2ab.

Note that it is implicit in our definition of average time-complexity that it is just as
likely for a check to succeed as it is for it to fail.A is callednon-repetitiveif it does not
repeat support-checks.

A support-checkM?
ij is said tosucceedif Mij = 1 and said tofail otherwise. If a

support-check succeeds it is calledsuccessfulandunsuccessfulotherwise.
Let a andb be positive integers, letM be ana by b zero-one matrix, and letA be

an arc-consistency algorithm. Thetraceof M with respect toA is the sequence

( i1, j1,Mi1j1 ), ( i2, j2,Mi2j2 ), . . . , ( il, jl,Miljl ), (1)

wherel = checksA(M) andM?
ikjk

is thek-th support-check carried out byA, for
1 ≤ k ≤ l. The lengthof the trace in Equation (1) is defined asl. Its k-th memberis
defined by( ik, jk,Mikjk ), for 1 ≤ k ≤ l.

An interesting property of traces of non-repetitive algorithms is the one formulated
as the following theorem which is easy to prove.

Theorem 1 (Trace Theorem). Let A be a non-repetitive arc-consistency algorithm,
letM be ana by b zero-one matrix, lett be the trace ofM with respect toA, and letl
be the length oft. There are2ab−l members ofMab whose traces with respect toA are
equal tot.

The theorem will turn out to be convenient later on because it will allow us to
determine the “savings” of traces of non-repetitive arc-consistency algorithms without
too much effort.

M?
ij is called asingle-support checkif, just before the check was carried out, the

row-support status ofi was known and the column-support status ofj was unknown,
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or vice versa. A successful single-support checkM?
ij leads to new knowledge about

one thing. Either it leads to the knowledge thati is in the row-support ofM where this
was not known before the check was carried out, or it leads to the knowledge thatj is
in the column-support ofM where this was not known before the check was carried
out.M?

ij is called adouble-support checkif, just before the check was carried out, both
the row-support status of ofi and the column-support status ofj were unknown. A
successful double-support checkM?

ij leads to new knowledge abouttwo things. It leads
to the knowledge thati is in the row-support ofM and thatj is in the column-support of
M where neither of these facts were known to be true just before the check was carried
out. A domain-heuristic is called adouble-support heuristicif it prefers double-support
checks to other checks.

On average it is just as likely that a double-support check will succeed as it is that
a single-support check will succeed—in both cases one out of two checks will succeed
on average. The potential payoff of a double-support check is twice as large that of a
single-support check. This is our first indication that at domain-level arc-consistency
algorithms should prefer double-support checks to single-support checks.

Our second indication that arc-consistency algorithms should prefer double-support
checks is the insight that in order to minimise the total number of support-checks it is a
necessary condition to maximise the number of successful double-support checks.

In the following section we shall point out a third indication—more compelling than
the previous two—that arc-consistency algorithms should prefer double-support checks
to single-support checks. Our average time-complexity results will demonstrate that the
double-support heuristic is superior to lexicographical heuristic which is usually used.

2.2 Related Literature

In 1977, Mackworth presented an arc-consistency algorithms calledAC-3 [5]. To-
gether with Freuder he presented a lower bound ofΩ(ed2) and an upper bound of
O(ed3) for the worst-case time-complexity [6]. Here,e is the number of constraints
andd is the maximum domain-size.

AC-3, as presented by Mackworth, is not an algorithm as such; it is aclassof al-
gorithms which have certain data-structures in common and treat them similarly. The
most prominent data-structure used byAC-3 is aqueuewhich initially contains each of
the pairs(α, β ) and(β, α ) for which there exists a constraint betweenα andβ. The
basic machinery ofAC-3 is such thatany tuple can be removed from the queue. For a
“real” implementation this means that heuristics determine the choice of the tuple that
was removed from the queue. By selecting a member from the queue, these heuristics
determine the constraint that will be used for the next support-checks. Such heuristics
will be calledarc-heuristics.

Not only are there arc-heuristics forAC-3, but also there are heuristics which, given
a constraint, select the values in the domains of the variables that will be used for the
next support-check. Such heuristics we will calldomain-heuristics.

Experimental results from Wallace and Freuder clearly indicate that arc-heuristics
influence the average performance of arc-consistency algorithms [10]. Gentet al have
made similar observations [4].
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Bessìere, Freuder, and Ŕegin present another class of arc-consistency algorithms
calledAC-7 [1]. AC-7 is an instance of theAC-INFERENCEschema, where support-checks
are saved by making inference. In the case ofAC-7 inference is made at domain-level,
where it is exploited thatMij = MT

ji , where·T denotes transposition. AC-7 has an op-
timal upper bound ofO(ed2) for its worst-case time-complexity and has been reported
to behave well on average.

In their paper, Bessière, Freuder, and Ŕegin present experimental results that the
AC-7 approach is superior to theAC-3 approach. They present results of applications
of MAC-3 andMAC-7 to real-world problems. HereMAC-i is a backtracking algorithm
which usesAC-i to maintain arc-consistency during search [7].

In [9] van Dongen and Bowen present results from an experimental comparison be-
tweenAC-7 andAC-3b which is a cross-breed between Mackworth’sAC-3 and Gaschnig’s
DEE [3]. At the domain-levelAC-3b uses a double-support heuristic. In their setting,
AC-7 was equipped with a lexicographical arc and domain-heuristic. AC-3b has the
same worst-case time-complexity asAC-3. In van Dongen and Bowen’s setting it turned
out thatAC-3b was more efficient thanAC-7 for the majority of their30, 420 random
problems. AlsoAC-3b was more efficient on average. These are surprising results be-
causeAC-3b—unlike AC-7—has to repeat support-checks because it cannot remember
them. The results are an indication that domain-heuristics can improve arc-consistency
algorithms.

2.3 The General Problem

In this section we shall discuss the reasons for, and the consequences of, our deci-
sion to study only two-variableCSPs.

One problem with our choice is that we have eliminated the effects that arc-heuris-
tics have on arc-consistency algorithms. Wallace and Freuder, and Gentet al showed
that arc-heuristics have effects on the performance of arc-consistency algorithms [10,
4]. Our study does not properly take the effects of arc-heuristics into account. How-
ever, later in this section we will argue that a double-support heuristic should be used at
domain-level.

Another problem with our simplification is that we cannot properly extrapolate av-
erage results for two-variableCSPs to the case where arc-consistency algorithms are
used as part ofMAC--algorithms. For example, in the case of a two-variableCSP, on
average about one out of every two support-checks will succeed. This is not true in
MAC--search because most time is spent at the leaves of the search-tree and most sup-
port-checks in that region will fail. A solution would be to refine our analysis to the
case where different ratios of support-checks succeed.

We justify our decision to study two-variableCSPs by two reasons. Our first reason
is that at the moment the general problem is too complicated. We study a simpler prob-
lem hoping that it will provide insight in the effects of domain-heuristics in general and
the successfulness of the double-support heuristic in particular.

Our second reason to justify our decision to study two-variableCSPs is that some
arc-consistency algorithms find support for the values in the domains of two variables
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at the same time. For such algorithms a good domain-heuristic is important and it can
be found by studying two-variableCSPs only.

3 Two Arc-Consistency Algorithms

3.1 Introduction

In this section we shall introduce two arc-consistency algorithms and present a detailed
case-study to compare the average time-complexity of these algorithms for the case
where the domain-sizes of both variables is two. The two algorithms differ in their
domain-heuristic. The algorithms under consideration are alexicographical algorithm
and adouble-support algorithm. The lexicographical algorithm will be calledL. The
double-support algorithm will be calledD. We shall see that for the problem under
considerationD outperformsL.

3.2 The Lexicographical AlgorithmL

In this section we shall define thelexicographical arc-consistency algorithmcalledL
and discuss its application to two by two matrices. We shall first defineL and then
discuss the application.
L does not repeat support-checks.L first tries to establish its row-support. It does

this for each row in the lexicographical order on the rows. When it seeks support for
row i it tries to find the lexicographical smallest column which supportsi. After L has
computed its row-support, it tries to find support for those columns whose support-sta-
tus is not yet known. It does this in the lexicographical order on the columns. WhenL
tries to find support for a columnj, it tries to find it with the lexicographically smallest
row that was not yet known to supportj.

Figure 1 is a graphical representation of all traces with respect toL. Each different
path from the root to a leaf corresponds to a different trace with respect toL. Each trace
of length l is represented in the tree by some unique path that connects the root and
some leaf vial − 1 internal nodes. The root of the tree is an artificial0-th member of
the traces. The nodes/leaves at distancel from the root correspond to thel-th members
of the traces, for0 ≤ l ≤ ab = 4.

Nodes in the tree are decision points. They represent the support-checks which are
carried out byL. A branch of a noden that goes straight up represents the fact that
a support-check, sayM?

ij , is successful. A branch to the right of that same noden

represents the fact that the sameM?
ij is unsuccessful. The successful and unsuccessful

support-checks are also represented at node-level. Thei-th row of thej-th column of a
node does not contain a number if the checkM?

ij has not been carried out. Otherwise,
it contains the numberMij . It is only by studying the nodes that it can be found out
which support-checks have been carried out so far.

Remember that we denote the number of rows bya and the number of columns
by b. Note that there are2ab = 24 = 16 different two by two zero-one matrices, and
that traces of different matrices with respect toL can be the same. To determine the
average time-complexity ofL we have to add the lengths of the traces of each of the
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matrices and divide the result by2ab. Alternatively, we can compute the average number
of support-checks if we subtract fromab the sum of theaverage savingsof each of the
matrices. Here, thesavingsof a matrixM are given byab − l and itsaverage savings
are given by(ab − l)/2ab, wherel is the length of the trace ofM with respect toL.
Similarly, we define the(average) savingsof a trace to be the sum of the (average)
savings of all the matrices that have that trace.

It is interesting to notice that all traces ofL have a length of at least three. Appar-
ently,L is not able to determine its support in fewer than three support-checks—not
even if a matrix does not contain any zero at all. It is not difficult to see thatL will
always require at leasta+ b− 1 support-checks regardless of the values ofa andb.
L could only have terminated with two checks had both these checks been success-

ful. If we focus on strategyL uses for its second support-check for the case where its
first support-check was successful we shall find the reason why it cannot accomplish
its task in fewer than three checks. AfterL has successfully carried out its first check
M?

11 it needs to learn onlytwo things. It needs to know if2 is in the row-supportand it
needs to know if2 is in the column-support. The next check ofL isM?

21. Unfortunately,
this check can only be used to learnone thing. Regardless of whether the checkM?

12

succeeds or fails, another checkhasto be carried out.
If we consider the case where the checkM?

22 was carried out as the second sup-
port-check we shall find a more efficient way of establishing the support. The check
M?

22 is a double-support check. It offers the potential of learning abouttwonew things.
If the check is successful then it offers the knowledge that2 is in the row-supportand
that 2 is in the column-support. Since this was all that had to be found out the check
M?

22 offers the potential of termination after two support-checks. What is more, one out
of every two such checks will succeed. Only if the checkM?

22 fails do more checks have
to be carried out. Had the checkM?

22 been used as the second support-check, checks
could have been saved on average.

Remember that the same trace in the tree can correspond to different matrices. The
Trace Theorem states that ifl is the length of a trace then there are exactly2ab−l ma-
trices which have the same trace. The shortest traces ofL are of lengthl1 = 3. L finds
exactlys1 = 3 traces whose lengths arel1. The remainingl2 traces all have length
l2 = ab. Therefore,L saves(s1× (ab− l1)× 2ab−l1 + s2× (ab− l2)× 2ab−l2)/2ab =
(3 × (4 − 3) × 24−3 + 0)/24 = 3 × 1 × 21/24 = 3/8 support-checks on average.L
therefore requires an average number of support-checks ofab − 3

8 = 4 − 3
8 = 3 5

8 . In
the following section we shall see that better strategies thanL’s exist.

3.3 The Double-Support AlgorithmD

In this section we shall introduce a second arc-consistency algorithm and analyse its
average time-complexity for the special case where the number of rowsa and the num-
ber of columnsb are both two. The algorithm will be calledD. It uses a double-support
heuristic as its domain-heuristic.
D’s strategy is a bit more complicated thanL’s. It will use double-support checks to

find support for its rows in the lexicographical order on the rows. It does this by finding
for every row the lexicographically smallest column whose support-status is not yet
known. When there are no more double-support checks left,D will use single-support
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checks to find support for those rows whose support-status is not yet known and then
find support for those columns whose support status is still not yet known. When it
seeks support for a row/column, it tries to find it with the lexicographically smallest
column/row that is not yet known to support that row/column.

We have depicted the traces ofD in Figure 2. It may not be immediately obvious,
butD is more efficient thanL. The reason for this is as follows. There are two traces
whose length is shorter thanab = 4. There iss1 = 1 trace whose length isl1 = 2 and
there iss2 = 1 trace whose length isl2 = 3. The remainings3 traces each have a length
of l3 = ab. Using the Trace Theorem we can use these findings to determine the number
of support-checks that are saved on average. The average number of savings ofD are
given by(s1×(ab−l1)×2ab−l1 +s2×(ab−l2)×2ab−l2 +s3×(ab−l3)×2ab−l3)/2ab =
(2× 22 + 1× 21 + 0)/24 = 5/8. This saves1/4 checks more on average thanL.

It is important to observe thatl1 has a length of only two and that it is the result of
a sequence of two successful double-support checks. It is this trace which contributed
the most to the savings. As a matter of fact, this trace by itself saved more than thetotal
savings ofL.

The strategy used byD to prefer double-support checks to single-support checks
leads to shorter traces. We can use the Trace Theorem to find that that the average
savings of a trace are(ab − l)2−l, wherel is length of the trace. The double-support
algorithm was able to produce a trace that was smaller than any of those produced
by the lexicographical algorithm. To find this trace had a big impact on the total sav-
ings ofD. D was only able to find the short trace because it was the result of a se-
quence of successful double-support checks and its heuristic forces it to use as many
double-support checks as it can. Traces which contain many successful double-support
checks contribute much to the total average savings. This is our third and last indication
that arc-consistency algorithms should prefer double-support checks to single-support
checks.

3.4 A First Comparison ofL andD

In this section we have studied the average time-complexity of the lexicographical algo-
rithmL and the double-support algorithmD for the case where the size of the domains
is two. We have found that for the problem under considerationD was more efficient
on average thanL.

4 Average Time-Complexity Results

In this section we shall present average time-complexity results forL andD. The reader
is referred to [8] for proof and further information.

Theorem 2 (Average Time Complexity ofL). Let a and b be positive integers. The
average time complexity ofL overMab is exactlyavgL(a, b), where

avgL(a, b) = a(2− 21−b) + (1− b)21−a + 2
b∑
c=2

(1− 2−c)a.
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Following [2, Page 59] we obtain the following accurate estimate.

Corollary 1.
avgL(a, b) ≈ 2a+ 2b− 2 log(a)− 0.665492.

Here,log(·) is the base-2 logarithm. This estimate is already good for relatively small
a andb.

We can also explain the results we have obtained for the bound in Corollay 1 in
the following way.L has to establish support for each of itsa rows andb columns
except for thel columns which were found to support a row whenL was establishing
its row-support. Therefore,L requires about2a + 2(b − l). To find l turns out to be
easy because on averagea/2 rows will be supported by the first column. From the
remaininga/2 rows on averagea/4 rows will be supported by the second column, . . . ,
from the remaining1 rows on average1/2 will find support with thelog2(a)-th column,
i.e. l ≈ log2(a). This informal reasoning demonstrates that on averageL will require
about2a + 2b − 2 log2(a) support-checks and this is almost exactly what we found in
Corollay 1.

Theorem 3 (Average Time Complexity ofD). Let a andb be non-negative integers.
The average time complexity ofD overMab is exactlyavgD(a, b), whereavgD(a, 0) =
avgD(0, b) = 0, and

avgD(a, b) = 2 + (b− 2)21−a + (a− 2)21−b + 22−a−b

− (a− 1)21−2b + 2−b avgD(a− 1, b)
+ (1− 2−b) avgD(a− 1, b− 1)

if a 6= 0 andb 6= 0.

Let a andb be positive integers such thata + b ≥ 14. The following upper bound
for avgD(a, b) is presented in [8]:

avgD(a, b) < 2 max(a, b) + 2
− (2 max(a, b) + min(a, b))2−min(a,b)

− (2 min(a, b) + 3 max(a, b))2−max(a,b).

An important result that follows from the upper bound foravgD(a, b) is thatD is
“almost optimal.” The proof relies on the fact thatany arc-consistency algorithm will
require at least about2 max(a, b) checks on average. Therefore, if14 ≤ a + b, then
avgD(a, b)−avgA(a, b) < 2 for any arc-consistency algorithmA, hence the optimality
claim.

5 Comparison ofL andD

In this section we shall briefly compare the average time-complexity ofL andD. We
already observed in Section 3.2 that the minimum number of support-checks required
byL isa+b−1. In Section 4 we have presented the boundavgD(a, b) < max(a, b)+2,
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provided thata + b ≥ 14. If a + b ≥ 14 anda = b then theminimumnumber of sup-
port-checks required byL is almost the same as theaveragenumber of support-checks
required byD!

Our next observation sharpens the previous observation. It is the observation that on
averageD is a better algorithm thanL because its upper bound is lower than the bound
that we derived forL. Whena andb get large and are of the same magnitude then the
difference is abouta+ b− 2 log((a+ b)/2) which is quite substantial.

Another important result is the observation thatD is almost “optimal.” Ifa+b ≥ 14
and ifA is any arc-consistency algorithm thenavgD(a, b) − avgA(a, b) < 2. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first such result for arc-consistency algorithms.

6 Conclusions and Recommendations

In this paper we have studied two domain-heuristics for arc-consistency algorithms
for the special case where there are two variables. We have defined two arc-consis-
tency algorithms which differ only in the domain-heuristic they use. The first algo-
rithm, calledL, uses a lexicographical heuristic. The second algorithm, calledD, uses
a heuristic which gives preference to double-support checks. We have presented a de-
tailed case-study of the algorithmsL andD for the case where the size of the domains
of the variables is two. Finally, we have presented average time-complexity results for
L andD.

We have defined the notion of atraceand have demonstrated the usefulness of this
notion. In particular we have shown that the average savings of a trace are(ab− l)2−l,
wherel is the length of the trace anda andb are the sizes of the domains of the variables.

Our average time-complexity results have demonstrated thatD is more efficient
thanA. Furthermore, we have demonstrated thatD is almost optimal in a certain sense;
if a+ b ≥ 14 thenavgD(a, b)− avgA(a, b) < 2 for any arc-consistency algorithmA.

The work that was started here should be continued in the form of a refinement
of our analysis for the case where only everym-th out of everyn-th support-check
succeeds. This will provide an indication of the usefulness of the two heuristics under
consideration when they are used as part of aMAC--algorithm. Furthermore, we believe
that it should be worthwhile to tackle the more complicated problems where there are
more than two variables in theCSPand where the constraints involve more than two
variables. Finally, we believe that it should be interesting to implement an arc-consis-
tency algorithm which does not repeat support-checks and which comes equipped with
our double-support heuristic as its domain-heuristic.
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